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Abstract: In this study, we analyze the forecast accuracy and profitability of buy recommendations
published in five major German financial magazines for private households based on fundamental
analysis. The results show a high average forecast accuracy but with a very high standard deviation,
which indicates poor forecast accuracy with regard to individual stocks. The recommendation
profitability slightly exceeds the performance of the MSCI World index. Considering the involved
risk, which is represented by a high standard deviation, the excess returns appear to be insufficient.
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1. Introduction
Private households considering individual stocks for their personal financial investments are
exposed to a plethora of possibilities. However, most of these investors lack the time, analytical skills,
or even financial literacy (Gallery et al. 2011; Lusardi and Mitchell 2014) to select individual stocks
professionally on their own. Financial magazines aimed at this target group regularly publish concrete
buy recommendations, and by doing so, financial journalists publishing in these magazines undertake
a task comparable to that of financial analysts or investment advisors.
In this paper, we analyze both the forecast accuracy and profitability of buy recommendations
published in five major German financial magazines. Forecast accuracy is defined as the relative
discrepancy between the published target price, interpreted as a stock price forecast, and the actual
price at the end of the forecast horizon. Recommendation profitability is defined as the relative
difference between the actual stock price at the date of recommendation and that at the end of the
forecast horizon (Ertimur et al. 2007).
From a stockholder’s perspective, forecast accuracy in and of itself is not of primary relevance, as
the investor is not interested in precise forecasts but in highly profitable recommendations. A buy
recommendation necessarily requires a positive difference between the current and expected future
stock price. If the expected future stock price becomes a reality at the end of the forecast horizon, both
the maximum forecast accuracy and the predicted recommendation profitability are achieved. If a
difference between the current and the expected future stock price occurs, the actual recommendation
profitability can be lower or higher than the expected one. The question of whether forecasted stock
prices are accurate and whether buy recommendations are profitable is highly relevant for all private
investors who base their investment decisions on buy recommendations from financial magazines.
Relatively little research has been conducted on financial forecast accuracy. The body of research
focuses mainly on earnings forecasts rather than on stock price forecasts. Past earnings forecast
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accuracy is regarded as an important indicator for future forecast accuracy (Brown 2001), assuming
that past forecast performance will continue. According to Hall and Tacon (2010), this assumption is
justified because good forecasting ability appears to be persistent. Stickel (1992) found that members of
the Institutional Investor All-America Research Team conduct more frequent forecasts and have better
accuracy than other analysts. Analysts’ forecasts are more accurate for companies located in industries
in which they formerly worked (Bradley et al. 2017; Mikhail et al. 1999).
Several scholars have investigated analysts’ recommendation profitability. For example,
Bjerring et al. (1983) found that investors who followed the recommendations of a Canadian brokerage
house would have gained above-market returns. Elton et al. (1986) and Desai et al. (2000) reached
a similar conclusion. According to Ertimur et al. (2007), more accurate forecasts also produce
higher profits than rough estimates. Other researchers suggest that there is no association between
forecast accuracy and a recommendation’s profitability (Hall and Tacon 2010; Mikhail et al. 1999).
Positive forecasts and their resulting buy recommendations can lead to increased stock prices
(Barber et al. 2006, 2010; Kerl and Walter 2007; Mathur and Wahed 1995; Womack 1996), thereby forming
self-fulfilling prophecies as stock buyers increase their market demand and thereby raise stock prices.
This case is especially true when herding occurs among financial analysts and buy recommendations
are expressed by multiple analysts, suggesting a consensus among them (Clement and Tse 2005;
Desai et al. 2000; Welch 2000). Forecast revisions lead to adjusted investment behavior by private
investors, depending on prior forecast accuracy and other characteristics (Clement and Tse 2003). When
the accuracy of prior forecasts is good, private investors expect the revised forecasts to be accurate and
follow the new recommendations.
Even though stock prices are based on expected future earnings, other factors, such as the
overall economic and sector-specific outlook, current interest rates, or disruptive threats by innovative
competitors, also have an influence on stock prices. Thus, forecasting stock prices is more complex
than forecasting future earnings alone because these other factors and their interdependencies must
also be considered in the forecasts.
Even though relations between financial journalism and the stock market have been subject to
some rare research (e.g., Ahern and Sosyura 2015; Douglas et al. 2012), only financial analysts’—not
financial journalists’—forecasting accuracy and recommendation profitability have been considered
by scholars so far. This salient research gap is remarkable, considering that thousands of explicit buy
recommendations are published worldwide monthly and that these can have significant economic and
social consequences for followers (Gallery et al. 2011).
2. Data and Methodology
The sample for this study consists of 554 buy recommendations published in the five major
German financial magazines Börse Online (circulation: 24,540 copies in the fourth quarter 20161 ), Der
Aktionär (37,875), Euro am Sonntag (70,332), Focus Money (123,378), and WirtschaftsWoche (135,394),
between 7 December 2016 and 2 February 2017. The financial magazines covered stocks of large and
second-line companies that have their registered headquarters in countries all over the world, so long
as they are also listed on a German stock market.
The sample included only buy recommendations based on fundamental analysis. The magazines
also published another 92 buy recommendations based on technical analysis. However, because only
19 of these recommendations mentioned a concrete target price, these were not included in the sample
due to their lack of representativeness.
For the analysis, the corporation’s name, the stock’s International Securities Identification Number
(ISIN), and the target stock prices were retrieved from the magazines. Additional information published
by the magazines—e.g., fundamental data, such as the current or expected price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio,
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the price-to-book (P/B) ratio, or dividend payout ratio and small verbal statements regarding past stock
developments and its future outlook (e.g., based on its financial outlook and firm-level disclosures by
the firms’ Chief Financial Officers (CFO) (Hope 2003))—was not part of the analysis.
Additionally, the actual stock prices on the publication date and after the end of the forecast horizon
were retrieved from the online finance portal www.boerse.de to facilitate comparison with the target prices
given in the recommendation. The time horizon was one year after publication, as confirmed by the
magazines’ chief editors in personal communication with the paper’s second author. For chart-based
forecasts, the time horizon was only three months, providing yet another reason to exclude them
from the analysis. The time horizon of one year has the additional advantage that short-term market
responses to buy recommendations do not become an issue in our analysis. Several studies found
that stock prices are affected by published recommendations. For example, this finding was made by
Lloyd-Davies and Canes (1978), who examined recommendations published after they had previously
been disseminated to analysts’ clients. The effect lasted for approximately 20 trading days. A similar
observation was made by Beneish (1991) and Mathur and Wahed (1995), who examined published
buy recommendations based on rumors or analysts’ recommendations. They found a stock price
increase one day before and two days after the publication date. Kerl and Walter (2007) found that
price-pressure and information effects resulted in a stock price increase within five days of publication,
especially for small stocks and glamour stocks. Such effects can be ignored using a long time horizon.
The magnitude of the price change depends on the strength of the recommendation, the magnitude of
the change in the recommendation, the reputation of the analyst, the size of the brokerage house, the
size of the recommended firm, and simultaneous earnings forecast revisions (Stickel 1995).
Based on the gathered data, the following variables were calculated: the forecast error for each
recommendation to buy the stock s as
FEs =

tspt1 − aspt1
,
tspt1

where tspt1 is the target stock price and aspt1 is the actual stock price, both one year after publication of
the recommendation (t1); the average forecast error for each magazine as
Pk
FEm =

n=i FEs

k−i

,

where i to k is the range of stocks recommended in magazine m; the total average forecast error as
PN
FE =

FEs
,
N

1

where N is the total number of all buy recommendations; the recommendation profitability for each
buy recommendation as
aspt1 − aspt0
RPs =
,
aspt0
where aspt0 is the actual stock price at the date of the publication (t0); the average recommendation
profitability for each magazine as
Pk
RPs
RPm = i
,
k−i
and the total average recommendation profitability as
Pn
RP =

1

RPs
.
n

For simplicity, transaction costs were not considered. Only buy rather than sell recommendations
were included in the sample because sell recommendations were rarely published by the magazines
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and, due to missing prior buy information (buy date t − 1 and price spt−1 ), neither forecast accuracy
nor recommendation profitability could have been calculated.
3. Results
For all 554 buy recommendations, the average forecast error was +0.0095, which indicates a very
high overall forecast accuracy. However, the standard deviation was 0.3287, which indicates that the
forecast accuracy for individual stocks was rather poor. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the forecast
error around its average value (+0.0095).

Figure 1. Distribution of the forecast error.

The most accurate forecast was for Palfinger AG, which had a discrepancy of 0.0000 for both the
target and actual prices one year after publication, exactly 36.00 Euros each. The highest negative
forecast discrepancy was −0.9481 for the stock of Steinhoff International Holdings NV, which crashed
because of an accounting scandal that was unanticipated by the financial journalist and the market in
general. The highest positive forecast discrepancy was +1.7644 for Siltronic AG.
The average recommendation profitability of all 554 buy recommendations was 0.2745 per year,
which is an attractive overall return. Financial journalists generated an attractive alpha compared
to the highly diversified MSCI World index, which increased from 5334.630 on 7 December 2017, to
6273.35 on 6 December 2018, an increase of 0.1820.
However, the recommendation profitabilities for individual stocks were greatly scattered again.
The highest profit was +2.9563 for Aixtron SE, and the highest loss was −0.9360 for Steinhoff
International Holdings NV. Of all buy recommendations, 0.2184 led to a loss, in congruence with
Mathur and Wahed (1995) findings that long-term investors earn below market rates of return when
following secondary information, such as buy recommendations published in financial magazines,
based on rumors or financial analysts’ prior buy recommendations. Similarly, Palmon et al. (2009)
found that investors who followed financial magazines’ columnists’ recommendations would not have
received abnormal returns.
The results for each magazine can be found in Table 1. The representativeness of the results of
WirtschaftsWoche is limited, as the magazine contained only 10 forecasts. However, we included the
magazine due to its high circulation.
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Table 1. Results for each magazine.
Magazine

Börse
Online

FE
Standard deviation (SD) of FE
Highest negative FEs
Highest positive FEs
Smallest FEs

0.0342
0.3144
−0.6383
1.1100
0.0000

RP
Maximum profit
Maximum loss
Percentage of loss-generating
recommendations

0.2907
2.9563
−0.5751
0.2229

Der
Aktionär

Euro am
Sonntag

Forecast error
0.0016
−0.0136
0.3657
0.2179
−0.8500
−0.4870
1.7644
0.4939
0.0054
0.0047
Recommendation profitability
0.3022
0.1515
2.2228
0.7995
−0.6727
−0.3677
0.3760

0.2000

Focus
Money

Wirtschafts-Woche

Overall

0.0213
0.2768
−0.5330
0.8486
0.0012

0.0594
0.5604
−0.9481
0.7569
0.0021

0.0095
0.3287
−0.9481
1.7644
0.0000

0.2871
2.2320
−0.3655

0.2408
1.3276
−0.9360

0.2745
2.9563
−0.9360

0.1896

0.4000

0.2960

4. Discussion
4.1. Assumptions
The analysis is based on a number of assumptions. First, it is assumed that a virtual investor builds
a portfolio that represents all given buy recommendations. Because readers of financial magazines
usually do not follow all given buy recommendations, individual portfolios will be realized and
will have different performances. Second, it is assumed that exactly the same amount is invested in
every recommended stock because the financial magazines recommend only which stocks to buy but
obviously not how much money to invest. However, an equal allocation of stocks in the portfolio is
neither sensible nor possible due to different prices for different stocks. Third, it is assumed that readers
buy the recommended stocks on publication day and sell them exactly one year later. Again, this
assumption is unrealistic because individual readers can buy stocks later and sell them before or after
the forecast horizon ends. Thus, the financial magazines’ portfolios are a theoretical construct rather
than a real phenomenon. However, in this restrictive way, the analysis is legitimate because these
parameters are immanent to the financial magazine design: They give more buy recommendations
than a usual reader can follow, they do not give concrete recommendations on the weighing of the
stocks in the portfolio, they appear on a certain publishing date, and the defined time horizon for the
forecasts is one year.
4.2. Risk Adjustment
Because portfolio management should always be related to both return and risk, a solely
profitability-oriented view on magazines’ buy recommendations would obscure equally important risk
considerations. There are different measures for risk-adjusted return. For example, the prominent
Sharpe (1994) ratio measures the return per unit of deviation in the portfolio, or concretely, it is
the relation between the value of the excess of the asset return over the benchmark return (usually
government bonds considered riskless) and the standard deviation of the asset excess return (usually
the portfolio’s volatility). In a loose analogy to this measure, a risk-adjusted perspective on the financial
magazines’ excess return can be calculated as
RPriskadj =

RP − Rindex
= 0.2814.
SD

The return of the MSCI World index (Rindex ) for the period of one year after the first buy
recommendation cannot be interpreted as a risk-free rate but as a legitimate benchmark return that
stockholders might have gained by investing in a highly diversified exchange-traded fund (ETF) that
represents the 1649 stocks of this index worldwide. The difference between the recommendation
profitability of the magazines (RDm ) and the return of the MSCI World index (Rindex ) has to be considered
in relation to the standard deviation of the forecast errors (SD), analogous to the volatility of a portfolio.
A ratio of 1.000 would suggest an even relation between return and risk. The actual ratio of 0.2814
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suggests that the relation of excess return compared to the MSCI World index, in relation to forecast
errors, is too high.
Another method to evaluate the risk-adjusted returns of the buy recommendations is to compare
the magazine-specific Sharpe ratios,
RPm
SRm =
,
SDm
with the Sharpe ratio of the MSCI World index
SRindex =

RPindex
.
SDindex

In both cases, we dispense with the subtraction of the risk-free interest rate in the numerator
because it is currently approximately zero (e.g., slightly negative in Europe and slightly positive in the
U.S.). The Sharpe ratios are depicted in Table 2. The values show very good risk-adjusted returns for
Focus Money and for Börse Online. However, the Sharpe ratio of the MSCI World index is much higher.
Table 2. Sharpe ratios of magazines and MSCI World index.
Börse
Online

Der
Aktionär

Euro am
Sonntag

Focus
Money

0.9246

0.8264

0.6953

1.037

Wirtschafts-Woche
0.4297

All
Magazines

MSCI
World

0.8351

4.008

5. Conclusions
From a pure forecasting perspective, finance magazines are highly accurate on average but with
a high standard deviation. Thus, financial journalists’ forecast accuracy for individual stocks was
rather poor.
Stockholders who would have followed all buy recommendations would have generated an
excess profit compared to that of the broader stock market. This outcome is consistent with findings
suggesting that analysts prefer to pick high momentum and growth stocks (Jegadeesh et al. 2004),
especially high-tech stocks (Kwon 2002) that have outperformed in recent years. However, considering
the high error rate of buy recommendations leading to high losses, following all buy recommendations
can only be suggested for investors with an above-average risk appetite. Two risk-adjusted perspectives
relating the returns to the MSCI World index performance and Sharpe ratios confirm this finding.
6. Limitations and Future Research
The study has several limitations. First and foremost, the data stem from a rather short,
three-month period. For a preliminary study such as this, the insights are interesting. However,
future studies should include longer periods. Second, the study covered a long bull market phase.
Picking stocks and forecasting rising stock prices appears to be easier during such phases rather
than in bear or highly volatile markets. Future research should also examine forecast accuracies and
recommendation profitabilities in bear or more volatile markets. We expect that both forecast accuracy
and recommendation profitability would suffer in such markets. However, Sharpe ratio comparisons
with the MSCI World index would also show completely different results. For example, its return
one year later (7 December 2017, to 6 December 2018) was −0.0123, and the Sharpe ratio was only
0.4457. Third, only German financial magazines were studied. To preclude a national or cultural
bias, financial magazines from other countries should also be examined. Fourth, forecasts depend
not only on forecasters’ characteristics (Brown 2001; Clement and Tse 2003) but also on their forecast
methods. This study focused on forecasts based on fundamental analyses alone. Future studies
should also consider covering other sources, such as recommendations based on technical analysis and
sentiment analysis. Fifth, future studies might also cover other underlying elements besides stocks,
e.g., commodity prices, bond prices, or currencies.
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